IGHR 2021 Choose one of thirteen courses

Course One
Methods & Sources
coordinator Rebecca Whitman Koford, CG, CGL

Course Two
Intermediate Genealogy & Historical Studies
coordinator Debra A. Hoffman, PLCGS

Course Three
Advanced Methodology & Evidence Analysis
coordinator Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL

Course Four
Writing & Publishing for Genealogists
coordinator Thomas W. Jones, PhD, CG, FASG, FUGA, FNGS

Course Five
Genetics for Genealogists: Beginning DNA
coordinator Patti Lee Hobbs, CG

Course Six
Military Records I: The Colonial Era to the Vietnam War
coordinator Michael L. Strauss, AG

Course Seven
Irish Genealogical Research and Methodology
coordinator David E. Rencher, AG, CG, FIGRS, FUGA

Course Eight
Understanding Land Records
coordinator Angela Packer McGhie, CG, FUGA

Course Nine
Research in the South: Trans-Mississippi South
coordinator J. Mark Lowe, CG, FUGA

Course Ten
Genealogy as a Profession
coordinator Elissa Scalise Powell, CG, CGL

Course Eleven
Virginia: Her Records and Her Laws
coordinator Victor S. Dunn, CG

Course Twelve
DNA as Genealogical Evidence (Advanced)
coordinator Karen Stanbary, MA, LCSW, CG

Course Thirteen
Fundamentals of Hispanic Genealogical Research
coordinator Lynn Turner, AG